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East Lothian Council 

Off-Site Activity Risk Assessment 

Assessed By: LB 

Date: 28th January 2020 Location - Woodland 

This Risk Assessment is a Generic Risk Assessment. 

Hazards Specific to each trip should be recorded using the Event Specific Notes section of EVOLVE. 

Hazard/Risk Control Measures 

These should be proportionate to the Level of Risk which takes into account likelihood of adverse event and potential 
consequence of adverse event 

Falling Trees/dead branches/ structures 
constructed by others 

Avoid woods in very strong winds (+ Force 6), do not push on 
Standing dead trees 
Check for and avoid hanging branches and any with significant splits or cracks, particularly in breezy conditions (+ Force 4) 

Moving through woodland 

Slips and trips 
Hit by branches 
Patches of mud 
Slipping/Falling on logs 

Participants briefed on moving safely including: 
Hold branches for person behind or leave big gap 
Warn of eye level branches 
Step over logs not on them (when appropriate) 
Watching where they are walking 

.  If running games are planned then the area should be assessed for suitability. 

Wasp/bee sting, Ants etc 

Ticks 

Avoid obvious nests and areas where significant numbers of insects are seen 
Avoid leaving food around which may attract flies/wasps 
Ensure Parents/Carers are notified if tick is removed. 

Poisoning Only eat items specified by group leader, who has suitable skills and knowledge.   

Getting lost Set Clear boundaries, especially if playing ‘wide games’ 
Give pupils Instructions on what to do if you realise you are lost.  Generally stay where you are and shout. 

Injury from plants / barbed wire etc Appropriate clothing and footwear (long sleeves and long trousers if risk of contact with nettles, brambles or barbed wire etc.) 
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Weather Participants to have suitable clothing and footwear 
Forecast to be checked before setting off, particularly for wind speeds and risk of lightening 
If its windy then leaders need to have the experience  to assess the likelihood of hazard from falling wood/branches  and to 
avoid wooded areas 

Activities within Woodland These should be risk assessed in addition to this risk assessment 
Tree climbing – suitable trees selected where damage won’t occur to tree and there are suitable branches for climbing.  
Consideration should be how high children are permitted to climb.  Normally not over 2m 

Branches - Loose/dead/ Low protruding Participants are briefed about moving in trees and the difference between dead wood and live wood. 

Structures constructed by 

others 
Structures are checked out for safety by staff  

 Also refer to risk Assessments… 

All Off-Site Visits 

Low Level Walk 

  


